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The light variation of the long-period eentri Algol-type elipsing binary OW Gemi-norum (=HDE 258878=BD+17Æ1281, sp. type F2 Ib-II, Vmax=8.2 mag, �V=1.8 mag,P�1260 days) was disovered in 1988 by D.H. Kaiser during his photographi nova searh(Kaiser et al. 1988). The �rst period determination was given by Kaiser (1988), while thehigh eentriity was indiated for the �rst time by the seondary minimum observationsof Williams (1989). Sine the disovery, two primary minima, the �rst in 1991 (Williams& Kaiser 1991, Prave 1992, Hanzl et al. 1993) and the seond in 1995 (Hager 1996) wereovered by visual, photoeletri and CCD observations. The most thorough analysis ofthe system was presented by GriÆn & Duquennoy (1993, hereafter referred to as GD93),mostly based on radial veloity measurements. There is very few multiolour photometryin the literature and this fat initiated our observational e�orts addressing the primaryminimum in early 2002.The ephemeris given by Williams & Kaiser (1991) predited this year's minimum toour on January 3, 2002. Our CCD photometri observations were arried out on 13nights between De. 17, 2001 and Jan. 11, 2002. The data were obtained in two observa-tories. BV (RI)C photometry was done at Szeged Observatory with the 0.4-m Cassegraintelesope equipped with an SBIG ST{9E CCD amera (512�512 pixels). The exposuretimes were between 5 and 60 seonds, depending on the atual �lter and target brightness.The majority of the data was reorded with the 60/90/180 m Shmidt telesope mountedat the Piszk�estet}o Station of the Konkoly Observatory. The detetor was a PhotometrisAT200 CCD amera (1536�1024 pixels, KAF-1600 hip). Here the exposure times rangedfrom 2 to 20 seonds.All data were redued with standard tasks in IRAF1. We made aperture photometrywith IRAF/DAOPHOT. Two nearby stars, already suggested for omparisons by Terrellet al. (1994), were hosen as omparison and hek stars (omp = GSC 1332-0578, V=9.90mag, B�V=+0.30 mag, hek = SAO 95777, V=9.05, B�V=+0.230 mag, Hanzl et al.1993). We used the fainter star as omparison beause a 6-hour long ontinuous B-bandphotometry on De. 17, 2001 suggested slight (and ambiguous) hanges of the brighter1IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are operated by the Assoiation ofUniversities for Researh in Astronomy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation.
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Table 1: Di�erential magnitudes of OW Gem relative to GSC 1332-0578 (MJD=Hel.JD�2450000). \Sz"and \Pi" denote Szeged Observatory and Piszk�estet}o Station, respetively.MJD �B �V �RC �IC Obs.2261.462 �1.25 �1.71 �1.90 �2.20 Sz2266.349 �1.31 �1.65 �1.88 �2.13 Pi2267.453 �1.32 �1.66 �1.88 �2.13 Pi2271.528 �1.23 �1.57 Pi2274.321 �0.78 �1.14 Pi2275.498 �0.32 �0.80 �1.11 �1.41 Pi2276.235 �0.07 �0.59 �0.90 �1.22 Pi2277.273 0.41 �0.30 �0.61 �0.97 Pi2278.189 0.44 �0.28 �0.64 �1.08 Sz2278.387 0.45 �0.29 �0.66 �1.07 Sz2279.240 0.05 �0.59 �0.92 �1.26 Sz2279.320 0.03 �0.59 �0.94 �1.29 Sz2281.303 �0.69 �1.19 �1.46 �1.78 Sz2285.478 �1.31 �1.64 �2.14 Pi2286.461 �1.32 �1.66 �2.12 Pi
star at a level of 0.02-0.03 mag. Although later data did not on�rm this suspetedvariability, we have preferred the fainter star as the main omparison. To determine thestandard transformation oeÆients for both instruments, we obtained BV (RI)C bandimages of the open luster M67, ontaining a widely used photometri standard sequene(Chevalier & Ilovaisky 1991). The estimated photometri auray based on the satterof the standardized \omp minus hek" data is �0.03 mag in B, �0.02 mag in V and�0.01 mag in RC and IC bands. The whole dataset onsists of 15 points in B and V , 11points in RC and 13 points in IC band. All photometri data are presented in Table 1and the light urves are plotted in Fig. 1.We have determined the epoh of minimum by �tting low-order polynomials to thelower part of the light urves. Unfortunately, the weather did not permit observations onevery night, thus the gaps make the epoh determination unertain. The derived epohis Hel.JD 2452277.73�0.20 giving O�C=�0:d29 (with the ephemeris given below). Moreaurate moment requires more data obtained at di�erent geographi longitudes whihbridge the daily gaps in our light urves.We have olleted all available times of minimum fromWilliams & Kaiser (1991), Hanzlet al. (1993) and Hager (1996) in order to onstrut the updated O � C diagram. It isompletely linear and the points satter around a straight line whih has a non-signi�antslope of 0.01�0.02. Therefore, we onlude that the present ephemerisHel:JDmin = 2449760:857 + 1258:59� Ean be used to predit further minima.In order to gain some insight into the physial nature of the omponents, we havetried to �t the observed light urves with a simple model. GD93 presented a detailedanalysis of the system, inluding a light urve �t of the primary minimum observed byvisual observers. We wanted to hek whether their model an be extended to desribemultiolour data, too. For this purpose, we omputed model light urves with a pro-gramme written by LLK. The programme was not developed to math a light urve by
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Figure 1. Standardized di�erential light urves of OW Gem with the adopted model light urves.
automati iteration, but alulates light variations for a given model and enables the userto adjust the parameters of the model until a satisfatory onvergene toward the ob-served urves are not found. The adjustable parameters inlude the sizes (under spherialassumption) and temperatures (assuming blak-body radiation) of the two stars, and theminimum projeted distane between the enters of the model stars (\impat parame-ter"). The relative transverse veloity is �xed by the known orbital elements. Standardlinear limb-darkening oeÆients for log g = 1:0, Te�=7250 K and 4500 K, omputedfor the BV (RI)C photometri bands, were taken from Diaz-Cordoves et al. (1995) andClaret et al. (1995). Standard BV (RI)C magnitudes were alulated by multiplying theomputed uxes with the �lter transmission funtions (Bessell 1990) and integrating overwavelength.The spetral types of the omponents are known fairly aurately thanks to this diretdetetion in the spetrum (GD93). The brighter primary is of spetral type F2 Ia-II,while the seondary is a late G-type star (G8 aording to GD93). We have adoptedthe following geometri parameters determined by GD93: R1=30 R�, R2=35 R�. Theseondary moves with 66 km s�1 relative to the primary and the impat parameter is10 R�. The initial temperatures were T1=7300 K and T2=4600 K, orresponding to F2and G8 of luminosity lass I-II (Carroll & Ostlie 1996, Appendix E). Good �ts (solidlines in Fig. 1) ould be obtained for the same geometry with slightly di�erent tempera-tures: T�t1 =7000�100 K, T�t2 =4900�100 K. (We notied some asymmetry in the asendingbranhes of the light urves, most visible in RC and IC . Independent data are needed todeide whether it is real.) The orresponding luminosities are L1 �1950 L�, L2 � 640L�, giving visual absolute magnitudes M1V = �3:5 mag and M2V = �2:0 mag. Thesevalues are in good agreement with those of GD93, the only di�erene is the slightly hotter
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seondary. We onlude that presently available data are ompatible with an F2-3 Ib-IIprimary and G4-5 IIb seondary.The next seondary minimum will our between Ot. 8 and Nov. 7, 2002. We urgeCCD observers to follow this event by observing in as many photometri bands as possible.It is expeted that multiolour overage of both minima would improve the photometrimodelling of the omponents giving a more aurate physial desription of this interestingsystem.This researh was supported by the \Bolyai J�anos" Researh Sholarship of LLK from the Hungarian Aademy ofSienes, FKFP Grant 0010/2001, Hungarian OTKA Grants #T032258 and #T034615 and Szeged ObservatoryFoundation. The warm hospitality of the sta� of the Konkoly Observatory is gratefully aknowledged. The NASAADS Abstrat Servie was used to aess data and referenes. This researh has made use of Simbad Databaseoperated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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